Press release

Robinair announces new A/C system capacity database
updates for A/C recovery machines in North America
 New database updates cover most makes and models 1997-2018
 Updates compatible with most Robinair R-134a and R-1234yf passenger car recovery
machines
 Updated database ensure the vehicle system is charged with the correct amount of oil
and refrigerant per OEM specification

WARREN, Mich., - Robinair has released new air conditioning (A/C) refrigerant
databases that include charge amounts and component oil capacities for most vehicles
model year 1997-2018. The databases, 34411-H, 34412-C and 34413-A were developed
to provide the most up-to-date information available. The updates ensure the vehicle
system is charged with the proper amount of oil and refrigerant, per factory and OEM
specifications.
34411-H R-134a vehicle A/C refrigerant database 2018
• Compatible with Robinair 34788, 34788-H and 34988
• Includes refrigerant charge and oil capacities for A/C system components for
most makes and models 1997- 2018 passenger vehicles using R-134a
refrigerant
34412-C R-134a vehicle A/C refrigerant database 2018
• Compatble with Robinair 34288NI, 34788NI, 34788NI-H and 34988NI
• Includes refrigerant charge and oil capacities for various components within
the vehicle’s A/C system for most 1997-2018 passenger vehicles using R134a refrigerant
34413-A R-1234yf vehicle A/C refrigerant database 2018
• Compatible with Robinair AC1234-4
• Includes refrigerant charge and oil capacities for vehicle A/C system
components for most 2013-2018 passenger vehicles using R-1234yf
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Robinair is driven by innovation and continues to be at the forefront of mobile A/C
recovery. For more information on A/C recovery machines, tools, equipment and
accessories, visit www.Robinair.com.
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About Robinair:
Robinair, a Bosch Automotive Service Solutions brand, is a global leader in service tools and
equipment based in Owatonna, Minnesota. Products serve the heating/ventilating/air
conditioning/refrigeration (HVAC-R) and mobile markets, which includes the automotive
aftermarket along with other industries such as agriculture and construction. For more
information on Robinair, visit www.robinair.com.
About Bosch
Having established a regional presence in 1906 in North America, the Bosch Group employs
some 32,500 associates in more than 100 locations, as of December 31, 2016. According to
preliminary figures, in 2016 Bosch generated consolidated sales of $13.7 billion in the U.S.,
Canada and Mexico. For more information, visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and
www.bosch.ca.
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly
390,000 associates worldwide (as of December 31, 2016). According to preliminary figures, the
company generated sales of 73.1 billion euros ($80.9 billion) in 2016. Its operations are divided
into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and
Energy and Building Technology. As a leading IoT company, Bosch offers innovative solutions
for smart homes, smart cities, connected mobility, and connected industry. It uses its expertise
in sensor technology, software, and services, as well as its own IoT cloud, to offer its customers
connected, cross-domain solutions from a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective
is to create solutions for a connected life, and to improve quality of life worldwide with products
and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology that
is “Invented for life.” The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 450
subsidiaries and regional companies in some 60 countries. Including sales and service
partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing, engineering, and sales network covers nearly every
country in the world. The basis for the company’s future growth is its innovative strength. At 120
locations across the globe, Bosch employs 59,000 associates in research and development.
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.iot.bosch.com,
www.bosch-press.com, www.twitter.com/BoschPresse.
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